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Lynette Goddard: Welcome to this research part of Central School of Speech & Drama’s Research Seminar evening on archiving practices as they relate to British black theatre. I’m Lynette Goddard and I’m a lecturer at Royal Holloway in Egham in Surrey and I research British black theatre, so I’m very interested to hear today what our three speakers have got to say. We’ve got Michael McMillan, who is a freelance writer, playwright and curator with a long history in British black theatre and black fine art practices in London and the UK; Simeilia Hodge Dallaway who is the manager of the Black British Plays Archive that’s being developed at the National Theatre; and Kelly Foster who works at the Black Cultural Archives. Each of them is going to speak for between five and ten minutes and then we’ll open out the floor for questions and comments and hopefully have a discussion as well. So we’re going to start with Michael. 
Michael McMillan: Thanks, Lynette. I’m going to be talking about archiving, archives, the politics of archives. To begin with I just want to share with you a quote that contextualises where I’m going to go: ‘Nothing exists until a white man finds it.’ This is a line from the Black Canadian playwright Djanet Sears’ play Afrika Solo. Now, I’m going to come back to that line in terms of the politics of archiving because we’re not talking just about knowledge here and the production of knowledge. First of all, what is an archive? If you look the word up in a dictionary it’s a ‘collection of records, of an institution, of family’ etc. Also it’s ‘the place where the archives are kept’. Traditionally, these have been museums and you have institutions now emerging, such as the Black Cultural Archives, the London Metropolitan archives, the Black Theatre Archives based in the National Theatre. Even now, archives exist online, in cyberspace. Our personal data can be stored forever on social networks like Facebook. But there is a serious issue here about the way black cultural activity has been archived. And in my presentation I don’t intend to tell you something that you know already, but rather to raise and highlight some key questions and issues relating to the politics of archiving, access, sustainability and ethics. 
In the context of my presentation I will be focusing specifically on black theatre within a British context, though the issues and questions are relevant to a wider discussion of archiving Black arts and cultural work and practices in general. Now, whenever we attempt to access archives about black arts and cultural work in a research context, what we usually find is that conventional historical methods such as a library can prove quite disappointing. Why? Because the material often is not there: it doesn’t exist. You find often that specific histories are being erased, missed or misrepresented, or simply remain undocumented, fragmentary, absent from critical stories. In addition, black cultural practices from slave ship to the present have been largely live and oral, and in this context history becomes a kind of multiple contested issue, raising questions of who legitimises what is authentic. We are talking here about knowledge and you know, knowledge is power. We’re also talking about knowledge production, knowledge reproduction and knowledge distribution. 
The French theorist Jean-Francois Lyotard used the term ‘grand narrative’. It’s a really interesting term because what he saw was that accounts of the world of human existence attempt to legitimise hegemonic power relations. In other words, people in the West kind of determine everything else for the rest of us. Now this kind of cultural hegemony has been critically interrogated by other people such as Edward Said. When Said talks about representation of the ‘other’, he uses the term ‘orientalism’. Very simply, orientalism is about the power that the West has over the ‘other’, through its knowledge of the ‘other’, ie the rest of the world. And so it’s been claimed for years from the position of the West’s ‘grand narrative’ that no theatre existed in Africa before Europeans arrived, even though black music, dance and humour have been intrinsic to the development of modern Western entertainment. 
You see, orientalism is a bit of a smooth operator, moving between the goalposts of cultural hegemony. It’s not a game of win, win, win, but of losing the battle to win the war. Orientalism seems to shift this position through incorporation, appropriation, fetishisation, reproduction and distribution. An example of this would be the British Museum, where its collections has invested in them the power and control and authority over the representation of world history. In thinking about the Elgin Marbles, for instance, the issue is not simply about them being returned to Greece, but the knowledge ascribed to the British Museum who has current ownership of them about the culture from where it was originally taken read stolen. Historically, it is the ‘other’ in museum culture – people that look like me ethnically for instance – who have been represented ethnographically in display cabinets as part of a colonial fantasy and an imperial cultural hegemony that constructs and polices and legitimises the representation of history and cultural production. This kind of context is important in terms of talking about archives in relation to black arts and cultural practice because it’s about value. If we look around here and come up the stairs of the Central School of Speech and Drama, we see names of alumni embedded there. And you know, if we’re talking about black cultural practice, at which other institutions would we see names embedded in stairs? 
Now I’m going to use Powerpoint images of flyers to illustrate and complement my talk. The Black Theatre companies on display have either disappeared for various reasons, while some such as Black Theatre Co-op have been renamed as Nitro Theatre, with Felix Cross as it’s Artistic Director. The first slide shows a flyer for The Nine Nights by Edgar White, with a photograph of T-Bone Wilson, who played one of the main characters in a seminal production by Black Theatre Co-operative during the early 1980s. Other flyers of Black Theatre Co-op productions include: A Temporary Rupture, by Michael Ellis, A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry, Song of a Bluefoot Man by James Berry and Zumbi, which was a co-production between Bando de Theatro Olodum, from Salvador, Bahia, Brazil and Black Theatre Co-operative and written by Marcio Meirelles. The company began in the late 1970’s after the success of Mustapha Matura’s play Welcome Home Jacko and as a collective organisation included actors from that production who have since gone to critical acclaim in theatre and film such as Victor Romero Evans. Black Theatre Co-op was one of the longest-running and most established black theatre companies in recent history producing some of the most memorable and seminal plays of the late 20th Century in Britain. 
The list of groundbreaking Black Theatre companies such as Temba Theatre Co., Umoja Theatre Co., Double Edge Theatre, Black Mime Theatre is endless and this is just London. Where are their archives? Do they exist? Who has control over them? There are contested issues here about ownership and therefore accessibility as much as perennial issues of cataloguing, conservation and preservation. One such repository, which held the Black Theatre Season archives, has recently closed, and the collection will now be broken up and distributed among other institutions. Black Theatre Season was an annual festival of plays produced by the Black Theatre Forum and provided significant opportunities for black theatre practitioners to showcase a dynamic repertoire of black plays for nearly a decade from the 1980s. Black Theatre Season’s annual festivals was at a time when mainstream and fringe venues seemed uninterested in producing black plays, or at least were not consistent in what they produced. The archives of the Black Theatre Forum constitute a major documentation of plays, practices and practitioners during the 1980s. 
Another company who emerged during the 1980’s was Umoja Theatre Co., which was set up by Gloria Hamilton and Alex Simon. There are three flyers here from their lost list of productions: 11 Josephine House by Alfred Fagan, who now has an award for black playwrights named after him, the Alfred Fagan Award. Other play flyers include: Two Can Play by Trevor Rhone and Revo by Shango Baku. Apart from directors such as Paulette Randell and playwrights such as Winsome Pinnock, there were not many black theatre practitioners during the 1980’s, when there was an emergence of black women artists such as Sonia Boyce and Claudette Holmes. One theatre company that did produce work by work by black women about black women was Theatre of Black Women, which was set up Patricia Hilaire and Bernardine Evaristo, who has since become a successful novelist. One of their productions seen in this flyer is of Chiaroscuro by the poet and novelist Jackie Kay. What is important with the work being produced black women creative practitioners at this moment, not simply in theatre, but also visual arts, literature, film, was that the content was fresh and the way it was produced was innovative and brave unpacking the personal. This turn towards interdisciplinary practice in black theatre, while not new, was I believe during the 1980’s and early 1990’s significantly influenced by poets such as SuAndi working within a Live Art practice and has had a lasting legacy on black theatre practices of many black artists, including myself. 
The flyer from Black Heroes in the Hall of Fame, by JD Douglas and Flip Fraser, which is symbolic of the plethora of independent productions that are constitute the broad church of Black Theatre in Britain. The populist success of Black Heroes in the Hall Fame was not down to it being a great dramatic play, but rather by giving audiences what they wanted by presenting a catwalk of iconic black historical figures. 
So where are these archives? Where are copies of these plays and the material associated with their production? Where are the records of audience responses to these productions? Some of the above plays that have been published can only be found in specialist outlets and bookshops or they have gone out of print. And short of the existence and access to the other production material, they only memories for those who wrote, produced, directed, performed in and saw them. Theatre is by it’s very durational nature is ephemeral, but for Black Theatre we not have sustainable institutions where this material adequately archives for student, members of the public and for future generations. 
Finally, I come to the work of Black Mime Theatre, which as an ensemble was founded and run by Denise Wong as Artistic Director for over ten years. One of their earliest productions was Earliest Date of Release and was one of the first plays to explore black masculinity in a British context. Other flyers are from Dirty Reality, Mantrail and Total Rethink and Drowning, which explored issues related to gender and sexuality and performed by The Women’s Troup as part of Black Mime Theatre’s ensemble. Much of Black Mime Theatre’s work was created through improvisational and devising approaches, which was radical at the time because other than avant garde performance practitioners and companies much of black theatre’s work was at this moment developed through conventional and orthodox creative procedures. The underground eventually becomes the mainstream and since the unfortunate closure of Black Mime Theatre, interdisciplinary approaches to theatre have become more commonplace. In fact, the practice turn towards more Live Art inscribed performance has become growth with even conventional theatre companies adopting these approaches. These shifts have also coincided, some would say necessitated by the decimation of the theatre sector, which Black Theatre has always been a major casualty. 
There were also a number of black live arts practitioners making and performing at venues such as the Green Room in Manchester and the ICA in London during the early 1990’s.  Notable Live Art pieces at this would be SuAndi’s The Story of M, Keith Khan’s Wigs of Wonderment, Susan Lewis’s Walking Tall and Ronald Fraser Munroe’s Quack FM. 
To finish, it’s been said that for us as black artists we face the burden of representation, which is that as ethnically labelled practitioners we only get the funds if we produce work that address issues about race. While race matters and is inscribed in much of our work, it does not wholly define who we are and what we want to explore through our work and practice. This set-up does not often allow us to experiment and indeed to fail and therefore learn from our mistakes, because the emphasis is so much about the product rather the process; the journey we took to get there. What I’m talking about here is the politics of representation and archives are vital part of that discourse because it provides that student doing a dissertation about Black Theatre in Britain for instance, the example of Paul Robeson performing in CLR James’s The Black Jacobins in 1938, which was revived as the inaugural production of Talawa Theatre in the early 1980s. It also provides that student with a deeper understanding of their practice and so that they are part of a long tradition not something that emerged the other day. Moreover, the existence of a Black Theatre archive and the availability of black plays and critical analyses of theatre and performance in the African diaspora, will enable that student to see that what they are researching is part of the canon of British theatre and emotionally them not feeling isolated, unsupported and dismissed.  
There is a colleague of mine here, Susan Croft, who has been looking at women writers going back a hundred years. These archives are fragile and acquiring them is delicate in terms accessing private collections, which requires and ethical and sensitive approach. An exemplar of how this should and could be done is the Huntley Archive at the London Metropolitan Archives, which houses material from Jessica and Eric Huntley who established the Bogle L’Ouverture Publishers in the late 1960s and the Walter Rodney Bookshop in Ealing, West London. Jessica and Eric were also activists involved in many protests and struggles in the African diaspora and the world at this moment, which provided connections with the authors they published and gave their bookshop a cultural political for the black community. I’m sure you’ll that from many perspectives this archive, for an example is important.
Developing an archive is a long-term strategy, as Kelly Foster from the Black Cultural Archives and Simeilia Hodge Dallaway from the National Theatre’s Black British Play Archive can both testify to. There are a number of serious issues to address: for one, if the political need exists, then the funding will follow; secondly, where the archive is located; thirdly, how is managed and conversed and finally, who controls and who has access to it, much less the legal framework, which holds and governs these components.  

LG: Thank you very much. Now we move to Simeilia.

Simeilia Hodge Dallaway: Hello everybody. I don’t know if I’m going to quite top Michael... I guess my position is slightly different because I was called in to project manage an archive which was initiated after going to the Lincoln Center in New York and after having conversations with other playwrights. So this has been a journey for me really. I don’t put myself out there as an archivist, I’m a freelance theatre director. So yeah, it’s starting something from scratch and sort of similar to what Michael was talking about in terms of its goals of sustainability. Finding the work has been the biggest chore I think. Let me just read you a snippet from the article that I wrote for Words of Colour magazine and then I’ll go on to explain some of the other issues that have arisen from managing the project:
‘Last year I received a phone call from the playwright, actor and broadcaster Kwame Kwei-Armah. He excitedly informed me of his idea to create a digital Black British Play Archive. During this conversation Kwame proposed that I manage the project. 
‘To be honest I never knew exactly what I was signing up for. All I knew was that this was a great opportunity that would empower our Black British community and celebrate those who have paved the way for the next generation of playwrights and artists. This project was far too big and important to turn down. 
‘The idea for the project was to create a digital archive consisting of all the staged plays written by Black British playwrights, which have been professionally produced in Britain within the last 70 years. With the support of the Royal National Theatre Studio and Sustained Theatre (Arts Council), our aim was to audio record a scene from each play featured on the database, and video record 12 plays as semi-staged rehearse readings. 
‘It was my responsibility not only to create a database of all the plays, but to find and read all the scripts to select the best scenes to be audio recorded. The biggest challenge was actually locating the scripts. Many of the plays had not been published or archived by producing houses or theatre companies, and in some cases even the playwrights had failed to possess a copy of their own work. Every discovered script was like a hidden gem - a priceless piece of treasure which helped to map out the history of our theatrical and actual existence in Britain. 
‘My most memorable moment by far was when theatre director and writer Yvonne Brewster OBE handed me several original drafts of plays written by the Jamaican playwright Barry Reckord. The scripts were so old that the paper, if not handled carefully, would have crumbled in my hands. The writing, which was typed in black ink from an old-fashioned typewriter, was now royal blue. 
‘This project is about documenting, for the first time, a history that had been forgotten and in some cases completely erased from both our memories and our consciousness. It was a new venture for the Royal National Theatre Studio who had never before embarked on a project of this magnitude and importance. Before we started the project, we estimated a total of 150 plays, so you can imagine the excitement we all felt when I reported that I had discovered over 400 plays. 
‘Moreover, although everyone predicted that The Black Jacobins by CLR James was the first Black British play to ever be staged in Britain in 1936, I recently discovered The Lily of Bermuda by Ernest A Trimingham, which was staged at the Theatre Royal, Manchester, in 1909.’
So I’m going to just leave it there. Again, we’ve been talking about authenticity and there’s another level to the archive because we’re not only saying, ‘Okay, we’re just trying to source plays and scripts.’ It’s actually about trying to get actors of this day and age to act parts and scenes from the 1960s, 70s and 80s, and obviously the dialect and accents were completely different then. The biggest challenge I found was trying to get a group of actors to talk in patois in a play by Trish Cooke. I literally found two actors at most who could do it. So I think my key is really to say that we need to archive fairly quickly.

Kelly Foster: Well, it seems like I’m coming last, and let’s see if I can address some of the points that both Michael and Simeilia raised. My presentation relies on one I did recently for the National Archives which kind of fits in to today because it’s all about the issue that Michael’s talking about, this process of institutionalisation. And that’s something that my organisation, Black Cultural Archives, has been going through for the past 30 years and now we’re at the beginning of the end of turning a community, voluntary organisation into a professional archive. 

There’s a lot of archive technical jargon in here, so we’ll see how you get on with it! Michael raised the issue of both the production and the preservation of knowledge. And just to say, you know, when he said preservation, preservation means forever. It means these recordings which may be analogue or digital, this ephemera –  we saw some excellent examples of ephemera in the posters that Michael had in his Powerpoint presentation – and also the example Simeilia gave of that transcript which is now beginning to fade.

These are all challenges that archivists and conservationists face. How do we preserve these records, this evidence, for as long as possible? Recently our funders went public with the fact that the Black Cultural Archives has been awarded £6.5million to open a black heritage centre in Brixton which will open in 2012. So really this is the beginning of the realisation of one of our key goals. Now, in the office we keep a facsimile of the press release that was written in 1984 when Ken Livingstone was leader of the GLC endorsing the creation of a museum and archive, so even though it does seem like a kind of overnight success that we’re awarded this money, it’s been going on for over 30 years. 

So this is an archive document, a snippet from the minutes of the meeting, and some of you may recognise some of the names of those present at the meeting, people like Ruth Sherwood...

Going back to the idea that Michael was talking about, the authenticity of knowledge. If you think back 30 years, the heritage landscape was very different to how it is now and it was seen that there was a need for the black communities and communities of people with African descent in the UK to begin collecting the material that related to their experience and that related to their history. This was for various reasons, but one of the main reasons was that we wanted to be able to tell the stories from our perspective. We wanted to own those stories and we wanted to find the evidence for those stories, to be custodians of that evidence. So when the Black Cultural Archives was formed, I tend to think of there being kind three main goals. The date we give for the founding of the Black Cultural Archives is 1981 – a time of incredible community activism and community confidence. So a number of people that we were involved with on the first management committee were going out and doing courses and workshops with young black people around the country, and most of the resources they could find were African-American. 

So one of the main goals was to bring together resources that young black people in the UK could relate to. The second goal was collecting for all those reasons that I’ve stated before: wanting to maintain ownership and being able to tell one’s own story rather than be told about it, so accumulating material for an archive was one of the responsibilities taken on by the volunteers – they were all volunteers at that time. The third issue was really the importance of place. Michael was speaking about sustainability, but having ownership of place is one of those things that brings together those ideas about permanence and sustainability and having a stake in the history. We’re beginning to realise that vision now, or at least we will be when we open the new heritage centre in 2012. 

So up until maybe four years ago there was one member of staff at the Black Cultural Archives when it wasn’t being run by volunteers, so the collecting was all done by people who thought this was important. It isn’t only the archives of individual performers or playwrights we’re talking about, it’s also the archives of the organisation, the archives of the publishers who have published those works. So for a long time we were there on Coldharbour Lane in the middle of Brixton, very busy on a Saturday. But it was inadequate for our needs – a voluntary community organisation. So we are now in what I call temporary accommodation in Kennington. The reason we moved to our temporary accommodation back in 2005 was because part of the package of support when Lambeth Council agreed to give us towards our move to the new building involved giving up the Coldharbour Lane building. It has meant we’ve sort of moved out of the community which were part of, which is unfortunate, but it’s also meant we’ve been able to concentrate on this transformation, this kind of Christmas period which has been an incredible change for the organisation. 

Currently we have researchers coming in one day a week, and hopefully more members of staff coming on board so we’ll be able to open more often, then obviously moving into the new building means that we’ll be open five days a week to researchers. We have a research library as well. 

Onto the archive collection... Now this is a photograph that would make most archivists go crazy because the papers, the records, are all out of their files! But this is really a kind of little marketing shot. So Michael has taken us through the forms that archive records take: papers, and of course ephemera like flyers and posters which people don’t imagine they should keep. I mean, traditionally speaking archive records are supposed to be unique, meaning you are not supposed to be able to find them elsewhere. This is why archives are able to commit an enormous amount of resources into preserving them and into finding access for researchers and for public. Ephemera isn’t always seen as being a traditional type of archive record, but often, especially when looking at the black community, that flyer, that poster may be the only record of a performance or group or protest. So ephemera becomes incredibly important. 

You also have the paper records, and with something like theatre that’s not only the scripts, but also the papers of the organisation, the papers of the lobbying group that lobbied the Arts Council to provide funding  for the foundation of the Black Theatre Season, the papers of the publications that were writing about black theatre... You know, these organisations were already incredibly important. So it’s not only about the individual, the playwright, the performer; it’s also about the company and the other groups that formed part of that landscape. And then, as both the other speakers were saying, there was this idea of the living archive. I recently had a look at LIFT’s living archive website, which is an interesting porthole into the festival and works quite well to give me an insight into its history. But you know, we are looking at a living archive right here on my right [laughs]... We have ephemera that relates to Michael’s work going back maybe 30 years. So when we’re looking at our legacy collection, I mean... This little collage was put together to give you an idea of the scope. We probably have right now one of the strongest collections of black periodicals and newspapers in the UK. There are other really significant collections in London, especially. We’ve got the George Padmore Institute, then of course Future Histories and maybe a few other collections at the V&A Theatre Museum collection as well. And we really see one of our roles as being one of these organisations that has a building and is able to signpost people to the various collections that exist up and down the country. 

We’ve got a few more programmes from the early 2000s. This document, Your Neighbours From the West Indies, was produced by the British Council of Churches to try and address some of the concerns of their congregations about these new faces that were arriving. We have very strong collections relating to the 1970s and 80s. That was a pamphlet produced by the Black Unity and Freedom Party. There are photographs as well – that picture was taken in Shepherd’s Bush in about 1902. So most of the collection is twentieth-century, post-WWII, though it actually spans five centuries. 

I’m going to talk a bit now about professionalising, and I may skip some of these slides as some of them might not be relevant. But if you can imagine when we were at Brixton, [a lot of the people involved in curating the archive] thought this was important but didn’t necessarily have the professional knowledge. So for the past three years, with the help of a Heritage Lottery Foundation grant, we’ve been doing this project called Documenting the Archives which is about cataloguing our collection, to make sure that we can preserve it and provide access to it. 

So this is what the office looked like when we move to Kennington. And that’s what it looks like now, if you can see that. These are document request slips – because you know that as soon as you’ve got document request slips you’re a roper archive [laughs]!

Often, when I’m speaking to people who don’t know what an archive is, I say to them, ‘An archive is a bit like Argos. You have a catalogue that you look through that has a description of the records. You find what you want, you write it down on a bit of paper, you give it to someone and they bring you what you want. And that’s basically how an archive operates.’ You can see here that all of our records are in those boxes and when I was speaking a bit earlier and Michael was speaking about sustainability... I think each one of those acid free boxes costs about £2, and we have about 500 of them and inside the acid free boxes there are acid free folders, and inside the acid free folders... And so it goes on! So just the materials needed to package these records are very expensive. Then you’ve got to include the sort of man hours that it takes to preserve them and to provide access. 

Right, so... In 2009 our collection increased by 35% so we now have over 10,000 archive records. Archivists tend to hate me putting a number on things, but we also we have 10,000 catalogues, or over 10, 000 records, and some of you may recognise a couple of names on the right hand-side. These are some of the collections that have been deposited most recently. Anton Phillips is one that we’ve taken in most recently. These papers related to the history of his career as an actor, director and as a company director. This is 30 years’ worth of work that was in his house, so our next big challenge is to get all these collections and make them publicly accessible. 

And that’s a nice example of ephemera... That little shop relates to the Black Women’s Project that we’ve completed most recently, and that’s some of the ephemera that we came across in looking at what records exist for these black women’s organisations in the 1970s and 80s. Let me just say at this point... Michael raised the question of how theatre and performance relate to the social and political environment at the time, and the way that archive records are sometimes in unexpected places. So for example, in the aural history project that we completed most recently on the black women’s movement in the 70s and 80s, we interviewed Valerie Mason-John and a number of women spoke about the influence that I think the theatre had on their own personal politics. So when looking at black theatre these things are part and parcel of a community politic and a social politic. 

Now this is a bit boring for you lot I guess, but in thinking about this idea of professionalising community groups, this is what the professionalisation looks like over the next three slides. So all of these things had to be put into place: the collecting policy, cataloguing guidelines, the structure and framework, this infrastructure that really sets out how we, Black Cultural Archives, go about looking after the custodians of these collections. And I’ll just draw your attention to that final one, that collection of numbers and letters, BS5454:2000, what does it mean? But this is what we’re investing in. This is a state-of-the-art archive strongroom with all the various environmental conditions that are necessary. BS stands for British Standards and again it’s this huge weighted document that says this is how the government recommends that archive records are looked after. And so this is what a huge investment of that £6.5 million will go into – making sure that our collection and the collections that are yet to come (we have an estimated 25 years’ worth of space) will be looked after. 

This is a picture of Jessica in among boxes. Jessica was one of the archivists working with us. So now we’re on the final stage of the journey, the next two years or about 18 months which will see us moving into this new building in Brixton. The archive will be on top of the extension there, that’s where the strongroom will be. Then on the top floor of the building will be the reference library and the reading room for researchers. On the first floor there’ll be purpose-built education rooms for working with community groups and small groups, and then on the ground floor will be our more informal programming space where we’ll be able to have more frequently changing displays and you’ll be able to get a cup of tea and a cake. And then the exhibition gallery where there will be changing exhibitions and we plan for there to be three exhibitions a year. And what happens in the building enables us to highlight stories to do with heritage and people of African descent in the UK in months outside of October, but also be able to get away from this idea that there is a grand narrative and being able to really focus and really bring out some of the nuances of the stories. We hope to act as a platform by which people can tell their stories, rather than take on this authoritative voice that tells you this is the way it is. We hopefully will be a conduit to allow people to come through and tell their own stories, but also to signpost people and to support people if they want to go and find things elsewhere. 

Those are the original plans for the building as they envisaged it back in 1984. As I was saying at the very beginning, this whole journey hasn’t been an overnight success. This has been building on decades, maybe four decades of work by dozens and dozens and dozens of people at various stages, and people who are very much still supporting the project now. And it doesn’t end with the Lottery funding or with the London Development Agency funding. Especially in the light of recent changes in attitudes towards culture, towards heritage in the arts, I think we’re looking at new challenges; that arts organisations across the board are facing new challenges when it comes to sustainability. And I would hope that we were all able to find new ways to support all the cultural organisations to make sure that we’re able to continue.

LG: Now one of the things that I was thinking about when you were all talking was your relationship to the idea of ‘national’ – for instance at the National Theatre and the National Archives. Simeilia: with your project at the National Theatre, I’m kind of wondering how much free rein you have and how that might relate to any kind of subject or point of view of the actual National Theatre. Or is it something that, although it’s housed there, there’s one quite independent part to it? So I kind of want to ask you all about where you sit. Where do your projects or work that you do sit in relation to so-called ‘national’ archives?

KF: Oh, you mean heritage organisations with national collections or collections of national significance. 

SHD: I’ll jump in just in terms of the Black British Play Archive in that it runs independently. It’s hosted by the National, but it’s not sort of a one-man project, it’s very much about contacting other existing archiving venues and trying to somehow wangle [laughter]…

We’ve done 87 audio recordings at the moment and we’ve done four videos, and I need to also point out that it’s not only in London, it’s also regionally as well. So we’ve done some recordings in Manchester. So yeah, when I say independent, obviously you do need outside bodies. For instance, the 12 plays that have been selected to be video recorded, that was a panel’s decision.

We chose plays that were of particular significance. At that time you didn’t have 400 plays on the list, so that made it slightly easier, but it was still very, very tricky because everyone had their favourites in the groups and what we tried to do was to choose a play from each decade but it didn’t quite work as rigidly as that. So there were some key plays that people were adamant were included that, well... It was pretty mean. It wasn’t pretty, let’s put it that way!
LG: It’s a record of history, isn’t it?
SHD: Exactly. And then I was feeling that plays that certain people had directed or written, they’re trying to pitch in there. So obviously we were having to talk through it and it took a long time to get there. But we got there. Originally the limit was ten, but we allowed two more because we couldn’t decide.
Audience Member 1: Who commissions the actors? 
SHD: Again, what I try to do is get the original cast if they’re still around. That’s my first port of call. It’s like a juggling act, getting a mixture of old and new actors, but also finding the right people who can do the accents. Also, because we were in touch with the playwrights as well, we also take their views on board. 
AM1: Just some of those actors in those places no longer do it and would be just great. So it’s great that you kind of try and bring them back. There’s lots of women that have left [the profession]...
SHD: Definitely, and there’s still so many actors that are around and I think one of the rewarding elements on a project like this is the fact that we’re saying, ‘Look, there’s all these actors that are still out there and let’s not forget them, and you know I’m not going to mention the building, but I’ve worked in various theatre companies and it’s like, well, there’s no black actors there. They literally mention about four or five and they get used over and over again and it’s actually about saying, ‘Look, I’ve got a whole database of actors, you know.’ So funnily enough I’ve been called in a few times to help casting for various other projects
Audience Member 2: Well I thought I might jump in because I was curator of contemporary performance, I was appointed at the Theatre Museum in 1998 and when I went there the, they were already collaborating on the first aural black history project. And I saw it as part of my remit very much because I curate in contemporary theatre too, kind of dragging it into the twentieth century. But you know, it’s important to get that acknowledgement both of what the material was that was out there and ought to be coming into the collections, and what was already collected. So I was involved and edited the publication Black and Asian Theatre: Performance at the Theatre Museum and used this guide to actually draw attention to what was already there (which we weren’t fully acknowledging) and making sure there was a black theatre history tour of the galleries and so on. It was a bit of an uphill struggle and I think there are still major issues in terms of the fact that I’m white and  I think probably at that stage the only person who had a concern for this area going into the museum. There were no black members of staff except in security. It may have improved slightly in the V&A generally, but I don’t think in the theatre collections it has done. 
There were major issues of governance because there was a threat at the time of a number of cuts. There was the Black Theatre Forum archive at the time and I was saying, ‘You know we ought to get this in because it’s really important and it needs preserving.’ But the board at Black Theatre Forum, quite understandably, was saying, ‘Well you know, this is a white institution. Is this going to be made properly accessible, are people actually addressing the issues?’ Yet at the same time the material has now gone to a university which doesn’t have an ongoing obligation to ensure access. That’s happened too many times, and that’s when stuff gets split up, it gets forgotten about. There’s no obligation to keep it accessible and so I think it’s really important that pressure continues to be put upon those institutions in terms of their recruitment, in terms of their governance, in terms of addressing those issues at every level. 
It means actually advertising the fact that they have the material in the right way to the right people and making it accessible and being open and welcoming in the right way. There’s a kind of museum attitude that you come across in certain institutions which actually doesn’t encourage certain kinds of researchers, it sort of puts up barriers, and lots of other institutions are like that. So that’s a key issue to continue to address. 






